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More unseen bock cans than you can shake a stick at ! This time around, you’ve 
never seen ‘em, and you’ll never see ‘em again! Trust me on that. 
It’s April. The time for Fools and their little pranks. And time for some great springtime Bock stuff. 
Try to figure out which is which!  
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YET ANOTHER photo from the family scrapbook. This one shows my Grandpa 

Ray DePoy Romine (the kid on the bicycle beside the car) out in front of his dad’s saloon 
just before the beginning of the big April Fool’s Day Parade in Buckhannon, West 
Virginia. Notice the banner advertising “Schlitz Bock Beer on Draught” over the doorway. 
Why don’t we celebrate holidays like that now? Those folks knew how to party! 

IN YOUR HANDS you hold our April (fools) Issue. I warned you all, and I’m as  
good as my word. Yes, several of the articles are dubious, but several are legitimate. I’ll 
trust you to figure out which is which. I hope you have half as much fun reading it as we 
had putting it together. I say “we”, because there were several co-conspirators involved in 
this production. You know who you are, and I thank you for the help and the humor. 

ONE OF OUR OWN regular contributors is owed congratulations, sympathy, or 
maybe some of both.  Steve Armstrong has slipped off to Hawaii in recent days, and tied 
the knot! My apologies in advance, Mrs. Armstrong, for spilling the beans here, and for 
the disruption that I will be causing in your life. I only pester Steve four times a year, but I 
don’t give up easy. Please allow him the time to minister to our need for his articles. 

THE BCCA MAGAZINE that you all recently found in your mailbox had an 
article about our little coven, and it has been very well received. I have had a couple 
inquiries about membership already. If any of you get questions about joining, simply sign 
them up on the spot! Send their info and cash in to your truly, and I’ll make sure that the 
magic happens. I want to thank the BCCA for initiating this series of articles, as I believe 
the Chapters are the true strength of the organization, and the At Large Chapters are some 
of the most vibrant in the hobby. The meetings sure are the most fun! I go to the Rusty 

You can Fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some of 
the time, but a Bockster in the hand is worth a thousand words 



Bunch and Hospitality Chapter meetings, in addition to our own, and that’s where the real 
lunatic fringe resides. Canvention wouldn’t be the same without those gatherings. 

CANVENTION. The Pre-Registration forms are out already. We need to start 
thinking about several things; new officers, our meeting, BEER for our meeting, and the 
Chapter table. The table is critical for us, as it provides a place for new member signups 
and renewals, shirt and raffle sales, and a central place for Bocksters to gather and meet up 
during Canvention. As always, we need raffle items. Please consider donating a Bock item 
to be raffled off. Last year, we had a great assortment of cans and signs, and sold enough 
tickets to keep us afloat for another year. Postage is going up soon, and it costs about 
$3.00 per issue for printing and postage as is, so please help to keep our dues low by 
helping out with donations of raffle items, and an hour of your time manning the table.  

Also, when planning your trip to Charlotte, plan to stop by my home in Sanford, 
NC,  for a cold one and a tour of the collection. I live 2 ½ hours due East of Charlotte, and 
we’ll be glad to have you visit through Tuesday evening. I leave Wednesday morning for 
the show.  Come on down! Or up. Or over. 

THE LATEST ROSTER is included in this issue. You’ll see that we are nearly 
90 members strong! We signed up another 3 members at the Blue/Gray show this year, 
and sold a couple T shirts. Please look at your listing, and let me know if you see any 
errors. Lord knows, my thick dyslexic fingers are more than capable of messing it all up. 
Now that you have this list of those like yourself, call ‘em, email ‘em, stalk ‘em.  

BLUE /GRAY was yet again another show of shows. Attendance was strong as 
ever, and there was Bock ephemera everywhere; Bill Norton selling lithos, several others 
selling Bock prints and signs, one guy had a half dozen Bock Ball Knobs, and Bock labels 
in abundance. The hot room, though, was Dale Rogalski’s. Dale is thinning his substantial 
Bock beercan collection, and there was a lot of interest in the cans he had for sale. Even 
more impressive was the slide show he had going on a laptop computer in his room of the 
remainder of his collection. Bock cans you NEVER see were on display, including two 
different Budweisers, a Dobler, a Sunshine, and a brown Senate!  Every Bockster I talked 
to had scored something special at this show. Put it on your calendar now for 2006. 

ISSUE # 12 is coming up, and I’m asking for your help again. At Issue #6, we did 
a 6 pack special. This time around, yup, you guessed it. 12 packs. I know there aren’t as 
many, but please send me photos of what you have; either the 12 pack itself, or advertising 
that features the 12 pack.  

The other major article in the works for next issue (delayed again) is on Bock Beer 
test cans. Please share any and all information you have about test cans, prototypes, and 
mock ups. We already have several test cans documented and photographed, and could 
use some more. 

I’d also like to run an update on the Bock cork-backed crown composite we 
featured a while back. Several more crowns have surfaced, and I’d like to keep up with 
em. Same goes for Bock lidded cans. We have seen a few that weren’t pictured or added 
to the composite, so it’s time for an accounting. We’re also very close to going to press 
with a pictoral on the plastic-lined Bock crowns. So, if you have anything in those three 
categories, please get the photos to me right away, so I can make room in the July issue. It 
also gives me the summer shows to hunt for them! 

One last thing before you go enjoy this issue. Please send in your Member’s 
Profile stories. Photos, plus a bit of biographical information about yourself and your 
collection. C’mon, we want to know you better! 

Enjoy yourself. April Fools! 
  
 



 
Happy Spring, Bocksters! 
  It's Master's weekend in Augusta, so it must be Springtime.  We've finally had a few days 

of 70 degree weather here in Ohio, so the realization that Springtime (Bock Time) is here is a reality.  
With the nicer weather that also means busy Spring and Summer months adding to the collection, with 
ample opportunities at breweriana shows, flea markets, antique shows, auctions, etc... so get out and 
explore a little; you never know what might turn up. 

Speaking of auctions, an absolutely incredible group of Pre-Prohibition Bock beer posters were 
featured in an auction recently held in Cincinnati.  The auction featured almost fifty stock bock beer 
hangers from the Donaldson Litho Company, Northwestern Litho, and Philipp-Schulz.  They were dated 
to 1912 and were found originally about twenty-five years ago in a closed down brewery located in 
Springfield, OH.  They were apparently lost since the early 1980's and surfaced for this auction only 
due to the death of an old collector and antique dealer.  The graphics on these lithos are incredible, 
with a variety of different goat images.  Merry Bockster member Bill Norton attended the auction and 
was able to secure a number of these lithos for his collection. (Editors Note: Several are featured in this 
issue!)  With this auction also being handled on Ebay's Live Auction format, I'm sure that some 
additional Merry Bockster members were able to secure a few of these hangers for their collections. 

I was able to secure one nice piece as well, a pre-prohibition Jung's Red Heart Cincinnati Bock 
Beer advertisement from the Jung's Brewing Company-Cincinnati, OH.  Specializing in bock beer 
items, with a real passion for items from the Cincinnati area,  this was a piece that I really wanted, but I 
had missed out on the three or four other examples that I am aware of.  Over the next few issues, I'm 
sure that a number of these hangers will be featured in the Goatzette so that everyone can enjoy them. 

  As always, make sure that you remain involved in our hobby and the Merry Bockster 
Chapter by sending in your articles, photos and any other interesting information that you can share.   It 
helps keep the Goatzette fresh and truly an outstanding chapter publication.  See you at an upcoming 
Show! 
Dave Reed 

 



 
 

 
 THERE ARE a 
grand total of four, 
count ‘em four, known 
Quart Bock cans in this hobby: The 2 Schmidt’s of Philadelphia cans, with different 
contents on the front, and the 2 Esslinger’s cans; one cone and one flattop. Well folks, 
I’m here to tell you about a fifth 
Bock quart conetop can that has been around for a long time in a few collections, and has 
recently surfaced again. The Ultra rare, never photographed, never before published in 
any beer magazine, National Bohemian Bock Quart! 

 
 This can is so rare, that most diehard Bock collectors don’t even know it exists, 
and many of those who have heard of it doubted that it had survived. It first surfaced over 
20 years ago, when noted quart collector Dave Launt first displayed it at a Canvention. It 
reappeared at the New Jersey Canvention, and was seen in a room being admired by a 
pair of collectors going room to room. One (obviously a very knowledgeable can expert) 
said to the other collector, “Boy, you don’t see this one very often!”, but he declined to 
make an offer.  
 The can disappeared after that, only to resurface now for exclusive showing in the 
GOATZETTE. Said Dale Rogalski, who originally brought the can to light, “I have 
always wondered where that can was. I’m delighted to see that it’s still in the hobby. I’ll 
never forget the first day I laid my eyes on that can. I’m glad that the GOATZETTE was 
able to bring yet another previously unseen can out for the whole hobby to enjoy.” 
 And thank you, Dale, for finding it all those years ago! 



 
WHEN A SMALL BREWER 
wants to make a splash by distributing a bock Beer in cans, he has two, and only two, choices; 
invest the money into the creation, editing, layout, coloring, printing, and rolling of a new Bock 
Beer can, OR slap an existing Bock Beer bottle label onto the existing beer cans running through 
the filling line.  

Choice #1 takes hundreds of man hours of creative effort, and thousands of dollars of 
commitment in cans that may only be for one year (what if they don’t sell?), and Choice #2 takes 
about as long as it took to read this far to load up the labeling machine. Granted, you have to have 
a Bock Beer label, but most brewers put Bock into bottles every year, and always had labels ready 
to go. A no brainer for the marginal brewer who’s already canning beer. 

And that’s exactly what happened in 
these two cases. I say TWO cases, because 
you see we feature two different cans that had 
Bock Beer labels applied. Both are spout 
topped cans; one a Crowntainer, the other a 
high profile cone. Both would have been able 
to go through the bottling line, and have labels 
applied as they were filled and capped. The 
news is, one has been known for years, and 
the other appears here for the first time in any 
publication. 

Both cans are the 12 ounce versions 
of their respective brews, with labels applied 
over the can label to indicate they have been 

filled with seasonal Bock Beer. The 
Kamms has been pictured in various 
books, and several examples are 
known to exist. 

The Monarch Bock Beer can 
is previously unknown. This can may 
have never seen production; this 
example has a strange marking on the 
spout. It says “11.8”. It may be an 
example from a test run to prove that 
12 full ounces were being filled into 
the can. Evidently, this can was short. 

The other oddity about the 
Monarch can is that it uses a Quart 
label, not a 12 ounce label like the 
Kamms. Maybe it was determined that 
it fit better, and better displayed the 
Monarch label. Anyone know? 

 
  



Mid-Michigan Taste Test Number Fifty Two 
March 13, 2005 – Warren, Michigan 

By Dave Van Hine 

 
This month's taste test was performed at Spring Into Spring at the home of member Geo 
Bryja.  Testers this afternoon included new members Tom and Becky Repp, Goulet, Van 
Hine, Prior and Paula Fatura.   The bottles today were furnished by Nelson Rich and 
were all bock beer as is appropriate for this time of year. 
 
The first bottle was an ALTES DOUBLE BOCK from Altes Brewing Company, Detroit, 

circa 1951.  There was no carbonation when the cap was removed but there 
was some foam and foam retention when poured.  It had a lot of tiny little 
bubbles in our test glasses. It had a very mild aroma, no floaties and a 
reasonably good beer taste, described as "better than Nyquil".    The team 
gave it 3 stars. 

 
The next bottle was a BRUCK'S BOCK from The Bruckman Company out of 

Cincinnati, Ohio and was an IRTP example from the late 1940s.  There again was no 
carbonation when opened and no foam when poured.  It was darker in color than the 
ALTES but the taste was bitter and the consistency watery.  This was only a one star 
brew in our 4 star system. 
 
The third bottle was a SCHMIDT'S BOCK from E&B Brewing Company, Detroit, circa 
1955.  This bottle had no carbonation, no foam and was very dark in coloration.  It has 
an aroma close to molasses and had a dry beer taste.  Another one star quality beer. 
 
Next was an ALTES DOUBLE BOCK from National Brewing Company of Detroit, circa 
1957.  We were a little worried about this one as it had floaties - sort of cute little ones 
although Paula claimed hers were chunky.  No carbonation, no foam retention, and a 
very interesting taste - chocolate!  Not what you would normally 
expect from a bock beer.  It was the normal darker color and the 
aroma had just a hint of chocolate.  The crew was going to give it 
two stars but the floaties downgraded it to one and one-half 
stars. 
 
The GOEBEL BOCK from Goebel Brewing Company of 
Detroit, circa 1955 was next for the testers.  It also had 
no carbonation when opened and was very dark in color.  
It didn't have any floaties but tasted very weak, watery 
even.  The general impression was that the beer was stale - hard to get in a bock 
style.  It was a one star beer. 
 
Finally we opened a RHEINGOLD PALE BOCK from Liebmann Breweries Inc., of New 
York City, circa 1947, and IRTP.  This one was interesting since the beer had etched 
itself on the inside of the bottle.  This one also had no carbonation when opened, no 
foam retention, a very light color (is that why it was called light?) and no aroma to speak 
of.  It actually tasted pretty good and we gave it two stars. 
 
What did we discover today?  Bock beer doesn't have much carbonation after 50 years.  
Surprisingly, the bock beer taste also didn't age well.  We expected better. 
 
We welcome all IRTP contributions.  Please - no zip or pull tabs! 



e e e e bock  
from Joe Pac 

 
Change the tune this issue. These gems are the latest craze. Why spend 
mega bucks on the rare A1+++++++++ tough hard to find Bock Beer 
cans. Retro smetro … Mock Bocks are in.    These were all from recent 
ebay auctions. Really!!! No foolin’! 
 
 

 
<- A dreamy Arrow Bock. Ever see this one 
from Globe Brewing?  A steal at only $22.59 
 
Missed this one too? Awesome goat on this -> 

Fort Pitt Bock by Fort Pitt Brewing. Only 
sold for $21.09 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A Hornell Bock can that only sold for $24.61 Wow!!! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

<- The Cooks Bock from Indiana went for only $19.38 
 
 
 
 
 

The Columbia Bock was had for a mere $27.09 
 
 
 
 



e e e e bock  
<-The Park Row Bock from Park Row Brewery in New 
Haven, Conn. Was had for $26.39. Not bad for a 10 
cent label! 
 
 
This Burger Bock to the right from  
the 60’s was only $10.50 -> 
 
 
 
 
 

The older Burger Bock  
brought a winning bid of  
$15.56 
 

 
 
 
 
<- A sharp Ziegler 520 Bock from Wisconsin was 
gobbled up for only $23.59 
 
 
 
The Stroh’s Bock to the right is a 
thing of beauty. Sold for $31.00. The      
better the Goat, the better the bids. 

 
 
 

 
  
 
Peoples Bock sold for $18.38. Too boring, I guess. 
 
  

I hope this array of readily available 
Mock Bocks instills an interest to pursue these 
as another way to expand your Bock 

advertising collections.  
Happy bidding and just remember “its only paper”. 
Joe Pac  MB # 50 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 
  
 

MINI BEER BOTTLES have been a popular go-with collectible in our hobby 
since the beginning. When the first really definitive beercan reference book, The Beer 
Can Bible, was published in 1977, it devoted a page to the minis, and described them as 
“For Big Time Collectors”. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. Mini bottles and cans continue to be 
bargains compared to many other types of breweriana. The highest priced minis are 
usually in the $250 to $350 range, quite a bargain compared to some of the Bock Beer 
cans and Pre-Prohibition lithos we are always chasing. 

BUT (there’s always a but), that could change, with the unveiling of the mini 
bottles you will see here. Three previously unknown mini beer bottles are shown for your 
pleasure here, and they all happen to be Bock Beer varieties (imagine that!!). 

From left to right, you see an Old Manhattan Bock Beer and a  Meister Brau Bock 
Beer in the standard 4 ¼” longneck variation, and a plastic Arrow Bock beer bottle that is 
assumed to have been part of a chalk display. All are miniature versions of the 12 ounce 
bottle labels, and all are considered unique. Does anyone out there have any other 
unknown mini Bock Beer bottles or cans to share with us all?  



BOCKINBOCKINBOCKINBOCKING ING ING ING IN THE ROCKIES THE ROCKIES THE ROCKIES THE ROCKIES    
By Steve Armstrong 

 
The bock labels featured in 

this April 1 column are some highly 
desirable and rare variations.  The 
first is a pre prohibition label from 
the (Nicholas) Kessler Brewery in 
Helena, Montana. Nick opened this 
brewery in 1865 and it closed with 
prohibition.  It reopened in the mid 
1930s and closed for good in 1958.  
This particular label is a generic 
version of their more colorful 
Bavarian Style Beer label.  This 
version was used when the brewery 
ran out of the normal supply of 
labels or when quickly changing 
labels to meet demand for the 
bottled golden nectar of the gods for 
the post-winter blahs of spring partying.  This is a plain white label with blue printing that shows up best 
with a contrasting background color, thus the black border.  To my knowledge, this is a one of a kind label 
that every label collector in Montana is looking for and I picked it up from Nick Kessler himself!      
 

The next label is another 
toughie to find in any condition.  It 
is from the Eastern Idaho Brewery 
in Pocatello, Idaho.  This Alt 
Heidelberg Bock label is the same 
design as several of their other 
IRTP labels.  This label indicates a 
4% alcohol content and I suspect 
this was bottled specifically for the 
locals as it might have been a little 
too powerful for the out of staters to 
the south (they got the regular 3.2% 
beer).  Bottled in ½ gallon jugs with 
a molded thumb handle, Alt 
Heidelberg Bock was easily the 
favorite brew for taking on the 
picnic or weekend camping trip to 
celebrate the spring season in 
southeast Idaho.  Being the brewery 

was located adjacent to the railroad, many an engineer would slow their train enough to grab a jug on the 
way through town so they could choke down the smoke and cinders on their way to the next stop. 
 

I hope you’ve enjoyed seeing some rare labels that have not been shown until this time.  Cheers to 
spring and bock beer season!  Prosit! 
        



 



HEY, HOW ABOUT THAT! 
  

 
 

 
Here we go with another installment of HHAT. I hope you’re enjoying 

these. I present you with two versions of the same Bock beer can, with a 
subtle, and probably largely unknown difference. Now, this one is a bit 
more subtle than most of the HHAT’s we’ve seen, so look closely to see the 
variation that we’re describing.  

These are two versions of the Pilsengold Bock beercan. The version 
on the left was first featured in Kevin Lilek’s new Opening Instruction book, 
but the version on the right has never been seen anywhere prior to this 
debut. Thanks to Bockster Dan Scoglietti for his help with these cans. 

 

I realize the differences are very subtle, but I’m confident that they can be seen 
by our discerning group. Can you believe it, yet another unknown Bock can? 



 
 
EDITOR’S NOTE : Davey Launt and I have a problem. We are talkaholics with each 
other. Yes, my name is Jim, and I’m a talkaholic. There, I’m out of the closet, and it’s so 
refreshing to be able to be the real me. Davey brings out the worst in me, particularly 
when I’m imbibing mass quantities, since he has been known to do the same, then pick up 
the phone. He calls it phonosis. If you have it, get help, and get a cheap calling plan. 
 Anyway, we talked recently about this issue, and he rattled on about the “April 
Fools, it’s not really what you think it is! It’s Huber Bock!” series of beers. He was kind 
enough to put his thoughts on paper, for us all to enjoy.  
  

“Just a note about the Bock beers of Joseph Huber Brewing Co. of the late 70's 
and early 80's.  At the time, Huber was a supermarket brand, selling at prices ranging 
from $5.99 a case to 6.99 per case.  The also marketed Rhinelander and Braumeister, as 
well as Bohemian Club in Michigan.  Need less to say, all were the same, except 
Braumeister, which was colored water.  Every March Huber put out a Bock. Or rather all 
the aforementioned beers had a Bock version, except Braumeister.  It too was about 5.99 
a case.   
  

“Huber needed a premium brand, and introduced Augsburger.  They used their 
then brewmaster, Hans Kestler, as the subject of their ads touting the flagship brand.  
They were mostly radio spots, and were very well received.  The offerings included a 
Dark, a Lager, and a Bock.  The Premium you paid for Augsburger in Michigan was 
around $4.50 a six pack.  It was, in fact, actually Huber Bock.  Pages taken from Paul 
Kalmanovitz's book.   
  

“Huber Bock has an incredible shelf life if kept in a cold dark place.  My buddy 
John Beran and I have drunk 4 and 5 year old Huber Bock and it was extremely good.  
There is a down side about Huber Bock.  You want to be upwind from someone who has 
partaken.   
  

“In the bock spirit, I went out looking for Bock beer at well stocked liquor stores 
this week.  The only ones I could find were Huber Bock and Bell's Dopplebock.  Huber 
has gone upscale with new graphics and was about $9.00 a 12 pack.  The Bell's was 
12.99 a six pack.  Both were good.  John brought over a couple Sam Adams Dopplebock 
as well, and that will light you up.  It has to be in the barley wine vicinity of alcohol 
content. John also had some Point Spring Bock as well, which was mild. 
  

“But, the goat was not present on either of the packages that John brought.  How 
the mighty have fallen.” 
Davy 
 
 
Hey Dave, you’re still short a dollar! 
    Editor 



 
With Bill Norton 

Editor’s Note: Another installment of the wonderful world of litho wunderkind Bill Norton. Bill 
has just scored again; he recently acquired several lithos from a major estate auction of litho 
samples from the Donaldson Litho Co. There were over 40 sold at the auction, and Bill snagged 
many of them. Here is a sampling of the lots he won at the auction, and trust me, there will be 
more appearing in future issue of the GOATZETTE. These are just too nice to keep under wraps. 
 

You’ll see in the fine print on top of some of these 
that they were called “Bock Beer Hangers”. The ultra-fine 
print describes the pricing of these by quantity ordered.  
Because of their inherent vulnerability to the elements and 
the years, very few have survived. 

Beautiful, aren’t they? I just wonder how 
many different designs the Donaldson Co. had in their 
inventory. I’d love to see a catalog showing all the 
stock designs they had to offer their potential 
customers. 

Thanks again, Bill, for sharing with us. 
You’ve got to be running out of room in your house, 
aren’t you? These would make wonderful Merry 
Bockster raffle prizes at Canvention! Just wonderful! 

Just a thought....... 
 



THE�BOCKTOON�
�

By�Andy Galamba 

 



    label a Bock  
                                         By Rich La Susa, BCCA #609 
   
 Here is proof that bock items are still out there waiting to be found, perhaps as near as your local garage 
or yard sale. A Chicago-area beer cans and breweriana collector contacted me a few months ago to tell 
me about his find of bock cans and bottles. 
   Included in this small trove Bob Donnelly of North Riverside, Illinois, found at a garage sale was a 
number of late 1950s Bohemian Club bocks. This Chicago can (USBC 40-22, with BOCK stamped in 
bold letters on the top lid) is fairly common, but  coming up with a six-pack or more of full cans makes 
Bob’s find a little more special. 
   He asked me if his decision to buy them was the correct one. I gave a big yes to that! I told Bob that 
when on the hunt for collectibles, remember the age-old adage: “Regret what you didn’t buy, not what 
you bought.”  
   His good fortune allowed him to add items to his bock collection and to those of others when he sold 
or traded his duplicates. I added a bottle to mine from this find.   
   Bob also requested information about the bock bottles, specifically a, 
12-ounce, amber long-neck Gold Crown Bock. This brand was marketed 
by the United States Brewing Co. of Chicago in the early 1950s. The 
bottling date 3-16-51 was punched into the body labels of those Bob had 
purchased. Gold Crown shared a common black/gold/red neck label with 
its more prominent Rheingold bock counterpart. In six lines of gold type 
on the neck, the consumer was told “The Story of Bock Beer.” 
   United States Brewing used a variety of labels for its United States 
and Rheingold bock brands from the 1930s to 1955 (when the brewery 
closed), with some overlap in each era. Except for United States and one 
other local brewery, marketing multiple bock brands certainly was not a 
common practice in the Chicago brewing industry.  

   I find it unusual that a bock 
label was issued for Gold Crown, 
particularly since at the time, 
Rheingold was the brewery’s 
successful flagship brand, 
including its bock line, and its biggest revenue generator. Gold 
Crown was promoted as a premium brand, had a limited market 
and was marginally successful. The United States brand 
preceded both, but was never the big seller Rheingold had 
become by the 1940s. (United States also packaged a 
Hillman’s bock beer for that grocery store chain in Chicago.)    
   The role Gold Crown played in the United States brand 
stable has been a source of controversy among Chicago-area 

collectors for years. Some contend that it was a secondary brand. If so, it was secondary only in the 
amount of money the brewery spent to promote it and how many dollars its sales generated.  
   I called on long-time BCCA member, colleague and Chicago brewery genius Phil Pospychala to help 
settle this issue and to ask him about the Gold Crown bock label. 
   “Gold Crown had the same place for United States as Encore for Monarch Brewing Co.,” said Phil. 
“It was supposed to be a level above Rheingold, something special.  



   “Touted as their premium brand, it’s odd that they also hawked Gold Crown in bock form…One 
never knows if the beer was more costly to produce or was simply touted to be better.’”  
   We’ve settled that issue. I think.  

   The Rheingold and Gold 
Crown bock labels are 
interesting in that, although they 
have different colors—
Rheingold is basically gray and 
Gold Crown primarily cream 
yellow—they have a similar 
appearance or “feel,” 
particularly the goats. (My 
Rheingold bock is packaged in 
a clear, long-neck bottle.)   
   These labels, and those for 
United States Bock, feature 
some of my favorite bock goat 
heads. They are bold and 
distinguished-looking creatures. 
Regal and stately, in fact.  
   The goat head on one early 
1930s United States bock label 
is superimposed on a colorful 
Bavarian-style beer hall. On 
another, a half-gallon size, the 
goat is the dominant feature on 
what is a fairly plain design, but 
one beloved by Chicago bock 
enthusiasts. 

    
In our discussion, Phil reminded me two 

other Chicago breweries that brewed and sold a 
lot of bock beer after repeal had notable 
experiments with premium brands such as Gold 
Crown. They were Peter Hand Brewery Co., 
with its Reserve, and the Schoenhofen Co., with 
Edelweiss Ritz. Neither achieved the stature, 
longevity and sales levels of Meister Brau and 
Edelweiss, their primary brands, respectively. No 
bock labels were created for Reserve or Ritz.  

Meister Brau was the leading bock brand 
in the Chicago market from the late 1940s until 
the brewery closed in 1972. Many bock cans and 
bottle labels were issued by Peter Hand 
Brewery and its successor Meister Brau Inc. 
My favorite among its five bock cans is USBC 
99-1, which features a large red goat head on a rich brown label. 
   Peter Hand/Meister Brau also issued a wide variety of colorful labels over the years, including 
some with bright gold foil finishes.     



  And the beer was superb! While I preferred it on tap, Meister Brau bock held up well in bottles and 
cans. Its arrival in taverns and package stores each March was awaited with great anticipation. The 
brewery’s trademark slogan “Bock is Back!” was a clarion call to bock beer lovers.  
    The other notable Chicago 
brewery that marketed multiple 
brands of bock beer during the 
1930s and 40s just happens to be 
my favorite.  Manhattan 
Brewing Co. sold Canadian 
Ace, Badger, Ilsner and Old 
Wisconsin bock in bottles and 
kegs. The familiar Canadian 
Ace bock can (USBC 48-8) did 
not arrive until the 1950s, long 
after the brewery’s name was 
changed to Canadian Ace 
Brewing Co. in 1947. 
   I’ve been told by old timers 
that all beer marketed by 
Manhattan tasted the same. 
Most likely, it was the same. 
Manhattan/Canadian Ace 
frequently varied cans and bottle 
labels, but not its beer. Despite 
the brand on the label, the same 
beer or ale or bock most likely 
went into each bottle. You’ve 
heard of one size fits all. This 
was one beer fits all.  
   By that late 1940s, Canadian 
Ace became the brewery’s 
primary brand and it was sold in 
cans, bottles and kegs until the 
brewery closed in 1968. During 
the 1950s, it marketed a 
Schwegmann bock (USBC 132-
8) under the Gold Brau Brewing Co. mandatory. 
   I’ll reveal more about Manhattan/Canadian Ace and its exotic brands, cans and marketing practices 
in a book I am writing and hope to have on the market by late 2006.   
   I once owned the exact Manhattan Bock can in the “Class Book of U.S. Beer Cans.”   This rare can 
always was among my favorites and parting with it was one of the most difficult hobby decisions I’ve 
ever had to make. I acquired it in the late 1980s from a Chicago-area collector while dining in a 
suburban Chicago pizza joint. I not only had to pay a tidy sum for the can, but had to buy the pizza. Both 
transactions, however, were worth the cost. 
  Good bock cans and breweriana are hard to find because most are in collections and greatly appreciated 
by their owners. But Bob Donnelly proved they still can be found—and in quantity. Maybe even at a 
garage or yard sale in your neighborhood.   
    Rich 

 



BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE     

OF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTH    
This one’s 

for you, Dave! 
This is the 
Jung’s piece 
that Our 
Beloved Leader 
talked about in 
his column. A 
glorious goat, 
looking like he 
just ate a 
mouthful of 
briars.  I hope 
to see this one 
in person some 
day.  
In honor of our 
April Fool’s 
theme, this one 
is appropriate; 
we can all 
laugh at health 
claims by a 
brewery! 
Sustains life 
indeed-it may 
just make what 
life you have 
more fun! 
The Goatmate 
Board of 
Review has 
determined this 
bearded lad to 
be this month’s 
example of the 
Goat All Goats 
Want to be - 

The GOATMATE.  You can have your GOATMATE published  in this spot next issue. 
Simply submit comely poses of your candidate to you r Humble Editor, and watch the 
magic happen! 
Is this the next Merry Bockster T Shirt candidate? Maybe we should run a Miss 
Rheingold-type contest, with contestants nominated by you members! Hmmmm........ 

 
 



 
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
 
 
 

       
 

 



 
by Steve Armstrong 

 
 
 

In light of the “special” due date for the columns of 
this Goatzette, I dug far and wide and to the depths 
of my coaster trade box and found these two 
previously unknown bock beer coasters.  If I were to 
list these on ebay the title would go something like 
this:  Vintage, hard to find, super rare, 1 of a kind, 
ultra desirable bock beer coasters previously only 
rumored to exist.  The first one is an extremely hard 
to find Miller Bock beer coaster that is in great shape 
for its age.  This coaster is 4.25” in diameter and 
pictures a bottle of Miller beer on the back side and 
the ultra rare Miller Select Bock OI can on the front.  
This can isn’t even pictured in the new Opening 
Instruction can book so you know it has to be a super 
rare one!  This coaster was put out in the 1930s by 
the Miller Brewing Company of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin.  It was printed by the Lion Match 
Company. 

The next super rare and highly desirable bock 
beer coaster is one you just don’t see every 
day either.  This is a “test” coaster advertising 
Pabst Export Bock beer.  This can, if ever 
produced, would fall in that ultra rare category 
as it is designed like the more common Pabst 
Export and Blue Ribbon Export OI cans.  This 
coaster is also 4.25” in diameter and has the 
same image on both sides.  The Pabst 
Milwaukee Brewing Corporation of 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin issued this prototype 
coaster in the early 1930s.  This coaster is also 
in great shape for its age with just some minor 
edge discoloration. 
If anybody has any other hard to find vintage 
bock beer coasters that have beer cans 
pictured on them please forward it to me so I 
can report on it here (this would also be a 
good way for me to increase my bock coaster 
collection, he he he!).   

I hope you enjoy this column and learned about some tough hard to find coasters too! 
 
 
   


